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FOREWORD_

FACT - Property investments deliver on average a 100% increase on capital investment

Dylan Harvey carries out extensive and professional due diligence procedures to ensure

every 7 years.

its investors are offered only those development opportunities that will really work.

FACT - Property rental income has increased on average by 14% per year since 1965.

"We target developmentsthat willpotentiallygive ourselves and our clients
the maximum growth opportunities and then work closely with them to
gain accurate and realisable expectations."

Providing a steady passive income and a good return on investment.
FACT

- Home

owners have made substantial and tangible profits from property, often

quite unexpectedly.

Just think what you could do with a managed property portfolio.
Toby Whittaker

FACT

- The

large financial institutions are now investing heavily in property and even

Managing Director (Dylan Harvey Property & Investments)

pension companies are investing their client's money in the property market rather than
take the traditional stock-market route.

FACT - 87% of the top 100 richest people in the United Kingdom have gained their
position largely through property investments.
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The risk in any property development is always in the first step.

Dylan Harvey is not simply a property investment broker, estate agency
or lettings business. No, we believewe are quite uniquein the marketplace.

- Will

the land be suitable for building?
- What will be the real cost of site clearance?

- Will

building regulations approval be forthcoming?

- What building design will maximise the profit potential?

Dylan Harvey is a property development

company that allows its investors and clients

to enter into a deal and share in the potential rewards.

This unique insight into the

- Will local residents object?

marketplace has allowed Dylan Harvey to become one the fastest growing businesses

- Are there any grants available?

in the country allowing its business partners flexibility not available in any other property
investments.

- Will planning permissions be obtained?
- What will be the final cost of the completed development?

Dylan Harvey take these first and all important steps and places its
own reputation and capital on the line.
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Dylan Harvey offer a comprehensive

service to assist you in acquiring prime residential

Private purchasers and tenants usually need to see just exactly what they are buying
into and require the tactile experience

investment property.

Harvey provides a comprehensive

Whether you buy "off plan", "during build", "nearing completion" or ,"fully

of the space they are going to occupy. Dylan

furnishing package which really puts the final touches

to any project.

tenanted", Dylan Harvey aim to ensure that your investments deliver both
excellent capital growth and maximum income potential.
A newly built. furnished and tenanted property is a valuable commodity and easily snapped
up by larger investors and increasingly by institutions. Consider for a moment the future
Get in at the beginning and buy "OFF PLAN" for low risk and minimal capital outlay and

rewards of both the capital and income stream growth for yourself.

watch your investment take shape.

Dylan Harvey can propose varied financing options to suit the requirements
If you are looking to sell onwards for a quick profit then purchasing "DURING BUILD"
allows you to demonstrate

of its most

discerning investors and clients.

a real and tangible asset.
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In all walks of life people will always strive for personal gain and future prosperity.
There are risks and no guarantees of success and quite often the unwary and greedy
can be caught out. The marketplace

has indeed much to offer and with a little careful

"Dylan Harvey is a professional, successful and most of all a trusted
business where our investors and clientsfirst become our customersthen
our business associates and quite often our close friends."

planning and forethought, almost anyone can become successful within this fascinating
and highly rewarding industry.

Dylan Harvey believes that it is important for all its investors and clients to provide
themselves with independent legal and financial advice before embarking upon any
investment decision making. We believe that you will soon realise just how different an
opportunity Dylan Harvey represent.
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Toby Whittaker
Managing Director (Dylan Harvey Property & Investments)

